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Modern networked applications need a 
scalable distributed storage infrastructure
for semantic information

Current RDF-stores are not
distributed and not scalable



out(<cat,colored,grey>)
in(<cat,colored,?color)

The selforganized semantic storage
service
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Data as food, query client as nest
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Clusters are formed for each resource



Read:



Write:



All creatures are equal…
… but some are more equal than others

http://animals.org/onto.rdf#cat
http://animals.org/onto.rdf#dog



URI Similarity:

Take pairwise Levenshtein-distance in host and 
path parts eg:

Weight components along 
their hierarchy, eg:

Weight host and path importance, eg. 0.9/0.1

Cats and dogs from animal.org are quite similar:



Claim: Write scales with number of nodes

Mean time to write 100K dbpedia triples over 10 test runs



Claim: Read scales with number of nodes

Median of # of hops when quering a specific triple from all nodes once



is-a relations?

in(<?animal,colored,?color)
in(<?animal,colored,?color) S4



Design principle: Only local decisions

Local similarity measure ontology x triple
No global ontology

Extended behaviour of out ants:
carry triple and local type hierarchy
learn underway and merge Aboxes
determine drop probability by similarity of 
type carried with type dominant on node
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How to implement description-logic 
(ontological) reasoning under the swarm 
intelligence paradigm?
How to integrate a reasoner on top of the 
swarm-based storage layer?

Idea:
Terminological axioms represented as rules
Rule applications executed by “Reasoning 
Ants”



Operation of a Reasoning Ant by example

T-Box Axiom:  animal(s) v flies(s) v bird(s)
Rule:            bird(s) ← animal(s), flies(s)
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Swarm-Based Reasoning Layer

Description Logic ALC 
for knowledge representation central core of many 
significant description logics 

Extended Disjunctive Rules
as translation target for terminological axioms
L1 or … or Lk ← Lk+1,…, Lm, not Lm+1,…, not Ln

where Li is a literal A or ¬A for an atom A

Partial Answer Set Semantics/Brave Reasoning
as model-theoretic foundation



Multilevel indexing
Geo/Temporal

Robustness
Stability
Security

Cluster optimization
Range queries



Claim: Cluster reorganization scales

# of moves when inserting new triples


